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NEW QUESTION: 1
After running the data load utility, the application developer
notices an error similar to the following:

What is the cause of the error?
A. The unique index constraint is violated.
B. The item id is incorrect or missing.
C. The inventory value for the product is missing.
D. The inventory system being used is set to ATP while loading
non-ATP data.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which application is used to create release purchase orders?
A. Purchase Orders
B. Purchase Requisitions
C. Purchase Contracts
D. Releases
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a frame relay network, what is the purpose of the FECN?
A. Notifies the receiving device of congestion on the network
B. Identifies the virtual circuit for the frame
C. Stores each frame for retransmission if necessary
D. Performs error checking
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. 1ï¼š5
B. 1ï¼š1
C. 6ï¼š8
D. 19:80
Answer: D
Explanation:

Explanation
First, find the IP address of the loopback0 interface on R6:
We see that it is 150.1.6.6, so we issue the "show ip route
150.1.6.6" command from R1 and see this:
Notice the "traffic share count" shows 19 for the first path,
and 80 for the second path.
What type of route filtering is occurring on R6
A: Distribute-list using an ACL
B: Distribute-list using a prefix-list
C: Distribute-list using a route-map
D: An ACL using a distance of 255
CorrectAnswer: A
The configuration on R6 is as follows:
This is a standard distribute list using access list number 1.
Which key chain is being used for authentication of EIGRP
adjacency between R4 and R2?
A: CISCO
B: EIGRP
C: key
D: MD5
CorrectAnswer: A
R4 and R2 configs are as shown below:
Clearly we see the actual key chain is named CISCO.
What is the advertised distance for the 192.168.46.0 network on
R1?
A: 333056
B: 1938688
C: 1810944
D: 307456
CorrectAnswer: C
R1's routing table is as follows
The numbers after the route specify the administrative distance
of the route (90 for EIGRP) and the distance metric of that
particular route, which is shows as 1810944 for the
192.168.46.0 route.
What percent of R1's interfaces bandwidth is EIGRP allowed to
use?
A: 10
B: 20
C: 30
D: 40
CorrectAnswer: B
The relevant configuration of R1 is shown below:
ip bandwidth-percent eigrp 1 20
1 = the EIGRP AS
20 = 20% of the bandwidth
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